Soluble Abeta homeostasis in AD and DS: impairment of anti-amyloidogenic protection by lipoproteins.
In order to assess whether lipoproteins are physiologically able to balance and modulate the sAbeta homeostasis in vivo, soluble Abeta levels in lipoprotein-depleted plasma were measured as a function of age in normal controls, Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients, and Down's syndrome (DS) cases. The reshaping of sAbeta homeostasis, in particular the sAbeta42-lipoprotein interaction, takes place over normal-60's, whereas mild AD patients appear to have impaired this anti-amyloidogenic mechanism resulting in a significant increase of lipoprotein-free sAbeta42. Similar loss of function takes place in Down's syndrome patients. Lipoprotein-free sAbeta remains significantly elevated from the pre-symptomatic through the symptomatic stages of the disease, and declines with the progression of the AD-like pathology. The dissociation of sAbeta from lipoprotein-particles also occurs in brain parenchyma and the presence of soluble dimeric lipoprotein-free Abeta prior to its parenchymal deposition in AD brains would support the hypothesis that functionally declined lipoproteins may be major determinants in the production of metabolic conditions leading to higher levels of sAbeta species and cerebral amyloidosis.